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BASIC DIGITAL WORKFLOW 

 

 
Basic Digital Workflow  
This course teaches you how to go from A to Z with your digital 
photos. It will help you take your photos through the necessary 
process to do what you want with them, as well as show you how to 
obtain maximum quality in every photo, through exposure to 
archiving, and from digital-specific techniques to digital-specific 
problems.  It uses Adobe Lightroom 4 as it’s working software and all 
work is done on an i-Mac. 
 
 

 
Instructors:   
Kevin Holloway is one half of Adam and Kev Photography, a photographic duo that began in 2006.  They shoot 
editorial and commercial portraiture with a  focus on natural, authentic portraits that show what makes 
their subject interesting and different. " 

Adam Blasberg still believes in 'Craft'; that to approach the creation of images with care and thoughfulness is to 

battle against an age of hyper-mass production where images are manufactured like a commodity. Adam strongly 

believes that photographs should be cinematic, dramatic, and thoughtful, and that this requires commitment to a 

process and a standard not upheld by most. "Essential in creating the dramatic image is the mastery of lighting. Light 

shapes, it engages, it draws you in to the story being told though the subjects I photograph. I continue to pursue new 

technology with an old sense of craftsmanship and strive toward what will become the New Craft".  



WEEK BY WEEK SESSIONAL OUTLINE 

 1  Course Introduction.  
-What’s a workflow? 
-Mac OS Drill 
-Histogram and Exposure Review. 
-Lightroom Introduction 
-What’s a side car file? XMP! 
-Image Posterization. 

2  -file structure 
-importing vs exporting into Lightroom  
-review of Lightroom catalogs – launching Lightroom 
-organizing in Lightroom and the finder – do they communicate? 
-seeing the difference between RAW and jpeg 

3  -noise demonstration - pushing and pulling files 
-JPEG compression demo 
-full edit from beginning to end of the 4 locations/1 subject shot 

4  Studio Shoot I – exposure and histogram exercise using still life subjects.  
-using Grey Cards as controls to adjust other images in the group.  

5  Editing the previous shoot 
-uploading web galleries to a server  
-FTP software – what is it? 
-exporting selects as high res files. 

6  Backing up your work 
-Backup solutions, system files vs. photo files. 
-5 minute video by Dan Winters – www.danwintersphoto.com - how to deal and 
interact with models. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoISXJgMD5s 

7  Field Trip (TBA) 

8  Editing of field trip images: stitching panoramas 

9  Studio Shoot 2 with models 

10 Editing of images from model shoot 
-submission of web galleries 

11 Submission of selects 
- adjustment brush and gradient filter, local edits. 

12 Critique of selects 
- completion of any outstanding assignments  
-Capture One demo 
-Capture One VS. Lightroom 

 

 


